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Abstract. Oscillations of the line-of-sight velocities with periods 82™2 and 76™7 were detected in quiescent 
prominences, with coordinates q> = -75° W and q> = - 18° W, respectively. 

At Sayan Observatory, Bashkirtsev and Mashnich have been successful in taking the 
first observations of line-of-sight velocity oscillations in two limb prominences with 
coordinates: (1) cp = -75° W and (2) cp = - 18° W on 30 and 31 March, 1981. 

Within the least years, the highly sensitive differential methods (Kalinyak and 
Vasilyeva, 1971; Kotov etal, 1978, 1982) have been extensively used for line-of-sight 
velocity measurements. We employed a differential technique designed for the study of 
local quasi-periodical motions of solar matter (Kobanov, 1983). 

The principle underlying our method is that we measure the difference of Doppler shift 
of two line profiles from two areas on the Sun's surface using the same spectral line, 
in our case the H/Mine. The separation of the two measured areas, each having the size 
5'.'0 x 4"4 in the prominences was 4" along the radius. The apparent height above limb 
at the site of measurement was respectively ~1.5 x 104km and ~104km for 
prominences (1) and (2). As revealed by an inspection of the spectrum, the two 
prominences displayed no significant line-of-sight velocities or apparent changes in their 
profiles for the time of recording the oscillations. Therefore one can consider them as 
quiescent objects. 
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Fig. 1. Copies of records of prominence line-of-sight velocity oscillations: (1) <p = -75° W, 30 March, 
1981,02h54m < UT < 06h00m. Parts of the record marked by the braces have been obtained through cirrus 
clouds. The calibration procedure appears at the end of the record: (2) q> = -18° W, 31 March, 1981, 

02 h 16 m <UT<04 h 10 m . 

* Proceedings of the 66th IAU Colloquium: Problems in Solar and Stellar Oscillations, held at the Crimean 
Astrophysical Observatory, U.S.S.R., 1-5 September, 1981. 
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We made measurements with a magnetograph, with one photomultiplier tube and 
automatic compensation of brightness fluctuations and information output on a 
strip-chart recorder (Lebedev etal, 1972). Prominence image on the spectrograph 
entrance slit was kept by a photoelectric guide to an accuracy of 1 arc sec. 

The record copies of the line-of-sight prominence velocities are shown in Figure 1. 
The straight lines indicate time and amplitude scales. The registration length for 
prominence (1) is longer than two oscillation periods (3h06m), and for prominence (2), 
one period and a half (lh54m). 

The reduction of the oscillation records was carried out using correloperiodogram 
analysis (Kopecky and Kuklin, 1971). The reduction used data series consisting of 840 
and 520 points for prominences (1) and (2), respectively. One digitizing step is 12.5 s. 

The reduction results are shown in Figure 2, where T is the period in seconds and 
p the correlation coefficient that had been inferred from a comparison of our results with 
a harmonic oscillation. For prominence (1) the period was 82.2 min while that for 
prominence (2) was 76.7 min. 
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Fig. 2. Prominence correloperiodograms (1) and (2). 

It is interesting that the prominence did not show any 5-min periods (or close to them) 
reported in literature for different prominence types. 

In our opinion, it is now premature to given some interpretation of the observed 
oscillation periods in prominences. However detection of long-periodic oscillations in 
quiescent prominences is of great interest. 

At the time of reduction and preparation of our observational data for publication 
we happened to know of a just published paper co-authored by Malville and Schindler 
(1981) who observed radial and torsional oscillations with a period about 75m in a loop 
prominence approximately 90 min before the onset of a limb flare. These oscillations 
have been interpreted in terms of a kink instability of a current carrying flux tube before 
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the flare. It will be noted here that the prominences we observed were stable and not 
connected with flare phenomena. Therefore the above mentioned interpretation of the 
oscillations is not the only one possible. 

We feel that further observations of the prominence velocity oscillations are needed 
at present. 
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